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On October 29,1998, an error was identified regarding the assumptions made in the Small
Break Loss of Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) analysis for Arkansas Nuclear One Unit-1
(ANO-1).

A small spectrum of SBLOCAs, including the limiting break (0.07ft') in the cold leg pump
discharge, rely on Once Through Steam Generator (OTSG) heat removal. The current
SBLOCA analysis (BAW-1976A) assumes Emergency Feedwater (EFW) flow based on
OTSG pressure. The assumed flow can only be achieved when both EFW pumps are
available.

T'm assumed Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) flow is based on the worst case single
failure of an ECCS loop. This single failure could be the failure of the "A" Emergency Diesel
Generator (EDG), which would in turn fail the motor driven EFW pump. Therefore, the

. current assumption in the SBLOCA analysis which credits the availability of two EFW pumps |O. is non-conservative with respect to the ANO-1 licensing basis.

Framstome Technologies Incorporated (FTI) notified ANO that a decrease in the assumed
EFW flow rate using our current methodology (CRAFT 2) could predict core uncovering and
increase the calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) for the spectmm of small breaks that
rely on EFW flow to remove core heat. h0
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The calculated' PCT for the limiting SBLOCA using the current CRAFT 2 methodology
(assuming two loops of EFW available) is less than 1100 degrees and predicts no core
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uncovering. On May 5,1999, calculations were completed using a new methodology
employing RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W. These calculations, which assumed conservative values

, for High Pressure Injection flow, EFW flow, and power level, concluded that the PCT for the
limiting SBLOCA will be approximately 1311 degrees. Although the lower assumed EFW
flows will result in core uncovering and higher predicted PCTs, cladding rupture is not
predicted to occur, and no core damage is expected. The results of these calculations are
consistent with the predictions of the previous licensing basis SBLOCA analysis.

10CFR50.46(a)(3)(ii) stipulates that licensees must notify the NRC within 30 days of changes
or errors that result in a PCT change of greater than 50 degrees in the " limiting ECCS
analysis." The limiting analysis for ANO-1 is the double guillotine Large Break Loss of
Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) which is calculated to produce a PCT of 2079 degrees.

ANO interprets 10CFR50.46 to require a 30 day report when a change or error resulting in a
PCT change of greater than 50 degrees directly affects the limiting LOCA or creates a change
in another analysis to the extent that it is not bounded by the limiting LOCA analysis.
However, NRC Information Notice 97-15, Supplement 1 (April 23,1999) indicates that the
NRC interprets the regulation to require that errors in SBLOCA and LBLOCA analyses be
evaluated separately from a reportability perspective. Therefore, this report is being submitted
in accordance with the recommendations stated in the notice.

Very truly yours,
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Jimmy D. Vandergrift
Director, Nuclear Safe'y
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cc: Mr. Ellis W. Merschoff
. Regional Administrator.

- U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
RegionIV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 760118064
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NRC Senior Resident Inspector j
Arkansas Nuclear One '

P.O. Box 310
London, AR72847

Mr. Nick Hilton - |
NRRProject Manager RegionIV/ANO-1 |
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

NRR Mail Stop 13-E -18
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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